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Questions (1)
Rare nuclear decays: alpha decay
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which kind of nuclear activity you know?
For what reasons to investigate rare (already well known) nuclear decays?
Approaches to study rare nuclear decays?
How to investigate alpha decays to excited levels of daughter nuclei?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Che tipo di attività nucleare sai?
Per quali motivi per indagare rare (già noti) decadimenti nucleari?
Approcci per studiare decadimenti nucleari rare?
Come analizzare alfa decade a livelli eccitati di nuclei figlia?
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Questions (2)
Rare nuclear decays: beta decay, isomeric transitions
1.

2.
3.

1.

2.
3.

Why the half-life of 48Ca and 96Zr relatively  decay is higher than that the
half-life relatively to 22 decay (despite it is second order week process)?
What are the main problem to assure rare beta decay scheme?
Why the beta decay of 115In to the excited level of 115Sn is interesting for
fundamental astroparticle physics?
Perché l'emivita di 48Ca e 96Zr decadimento relativamente  è superiore a
quella del tempo di dimezzamento relativamente a 22 decadimento
(nonostante sia processo settimana secondo ordine)?
Quali sono il problema principale per assicurare schema decadimento beta
rara?
Perché il decadimento beta del 115In al livello eccitato di 115Sn è
interessante per la fisica astroparticellare fondamentale?
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Questions (3)
Rare nuclear decays: spontaneous emission of heavy clusters,
Internal pair production
1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

Two main problems to detect emission of e+e- pairs in  decay?
Is the spontaneous emission of heavy clusters observed experimentally?
How we can search for the process?

Due problemi principali per rilevare le emissioni di e + e- coppie in 
decadenza?
È l'emissione spontanea di cluster pesanti osservato sperimentalmente?
Come possiamo cercare il processo?
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Questions (4)
Search for hypothetical nuclear decay:
spontaneous transition of nuclei to a superdense state,
search for eka elements
1.

2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

For which nuclei spontaneous transition of nuclei to a superdense state
was observed?
Why eka-elements with comparatively long life time are possible?
How eka-tungsten was searched for?

Per quali nuclei di transizione spontanea di nuclei di un superstato denso è
stato osservato?
Perché EKA-elementi con tempo di vita relativamente lungo sono possibili?
Come eka-tungsteno è stato cercato?
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Plan of lecture
Low statistic data analysis
Nucleon, di-nucleon, tri-nucleon decays
Charge non conserving decays
Pauli exclusion principle violation
Solar axions
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Low statistic data analysis
problems to interpret low statistic data
76Ge:

claim on 02 decay
71 kg year

55 kg year

T1/2 = 1.51025 yr [1]

T1/2 = 1.19 1025 yr [2]

Is there effect of 76Ge 02 decay in the data or not?

[1] H. V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al., Implications of observed neutrinoless double beta decay, Mod. Phys.
Lett. A. 16 (2001) 2409
[2] H. V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al., Search for neutrinoless double beta decay with enriched 76Ge in Gran
Sasso 1990–2003, Phys. Lett. B 586 (2004) 198.
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Low statistic data analysis
problems to interpret low statistic data
GERDA: search for 02 decay 76Ge

Schematic view of GREDA

T1/2 = 1.191025 yr [1]

T1/2 > 2.11025 yr

Background spectrum, exposure 21.6 kg  yr
T1/2 > 2.11025 yr [2]

Unfortunately the statistic is not high enough to disprove or confirm the claim decisively
[1] H.V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al., Search for neutrinoless double beta decay with enriched 76Ge in Gran Sasso
1990–2003, Phys. Lett. B 586 (2004) 198
[2] M. Agostini et al., Results on Neutrinoless Double- Decay of 76Ge from Phase I of the GERDA Experiment,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 111 (2013) 122503
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Low statistic data analysis
problems to interpret low statistic data
CUORE 0: 130Te

2507 keV
60Co

2527 keV
02 130Te

The lower limit on the decay half-life is set as T1/2 > 2.7  1024 yr.

A very low statistic is typical for rare processes experiments

[1] K. Alfonso et al., Search for Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay of 130Te with CUORE-0, arXiv:1504.02454v1
[nucl-ex] 9 Apr 2015
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Low statistic data analysis
different scenario of low statistic data
Reasonable statistic
Example of “good” enough
statistic.
Despite the accuracy of the
signal determination is not so
high (4%), the data can be
described by using Poisson
(Gaussian) distributions to
estimate signal and its error
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Low statistic data analysis
different scenario of low statistic data
rather low statistic
Still reasonable statistic.
However, presence of signal is a bit
problematic : area of the peak
S = 60  22 counts
It could be fluctuation
In our case we know that the peak
should be (there are other peaks of
228Ac in the data). However, it is not so
obvious if it is a hypothetical effect
Low statistic
Area of the peak
S = 25  10 counts
(similar consideration of the peak)
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Low statistic data analysis
different scenario of low statistic data

Low statistic
Area of the peak is negative
S = -12  8 counts
What shall we do?
(by the way, we know that the
peak should be)
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Low statistic data analysis
negative effect
What shall we do if the value of the effect lies outside the of allowed values (e.g.,
number of counts is negative)? One could propose to take shift the negative value to 0
(in the example shown on previous slide: S = 0  8 counts). However, we should not
move the effect area to 0. Indeed, if the effect is really absent (S = 0 counts), then we get
some time S < 0, some time S > 0. Thus, a negative area of effect is quite physical result
(due to statistical fluctuation). By artificially modifying –S  0 (0  S), one will get in a
series of measurements the resulting average positive effect area S > 0, while the effect
in fact is absent (S = 0).
(x)

One possible solution (recommended Particle
Data Group some time ago) consider the
values within the allowed region only (X>0),
renormalize the probability density to 1 in the
allowed region, and find a limit value x,
corresponding to 90% of the distribution area

value x
90% of the
“positive” region

0
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Low statistic data analysis
different scenario of low statistic data
Very low statistic , negative area, fits give rather different results
Area of the peak searched for:
1) S = -1  3.7 counts (least squares fit)
2) S = -4.3  1.5 counts (likelihood fit)
Let consider approach recommended
by the Particle Data Group [1]
1) S = -1  3.7 counts  limS = 2.8 cnts
2) S = -4.3  1.5 counts limS = 0.06 cnts

[1] Gary J. Feldman, Robert D. Cousins, Unified approach to the classical statistical analysis of small signals,
Phys. Rev. D 57 (1998) 3873
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Low statistic data analysis
different scenario of low statistic data
peak searched for

0 counts was detected.
How many counts we should take?
measured number N, estimated amplitude of
background b, then with probability  = 0.9 an
effect searched for will not exceed N events:

Prosper’1985 [1]
N
b
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
2
3
3

N
2.3
1.9
3.9
3.4
4.0
4.6

Helene’1983&1991 [2, 3]
N
b
N
0
0
2.3
0
1
2.3
1
0
3.9
1
1
3.3
2
2
3.9
3
3
4.4

FC’1998 [4]
N
b
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
2
3
3

N
2.4
1.6
4.4
3.4
3.9
4.4

It should be noted, that typically b and even N are not-integer (e.g., N = 0.04 cnt/100 keV in our case).
The number of excluded events N can be calculated numerically [2-4]
[1] H.B. Prosper, “The distribution of the difference of two Poisson variates and its application to interval estimation in experiments
with low statistics”, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 238 (1985) 500
[2] O. Helene, “Upper limit of peak area”, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 212 (1983) 319
[3] O. Helene, “Determination of the upper limit of a peak area”, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 300 (1991) 132
[4] G.J. Feldman, R.D. Cousins, Unified approach to the classical statistical analysis of small signals, Phys. Rev. D 57 (1998) 3873
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Low statistic data analysis
much complicated case of poor energy resolution experiments
136Xe:

KamLAND Zen

300 kg of enriched
liquid scintillator

136Xe

dissolved in

T1/2 =(2.38 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.14 (syst)) × 1021 yr

A. Gando et al., Measurement of the double-β decay half-life of 136Xe with the KamLAND-Zen experiment.
Physical Review C 85 (2012) 045504.
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Low statistic data analysis
much complicated case of poor energy resolution experiments
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Low statistic data analysis
importance of correct background model
Excluded limit on the effect
searched for
Observed background

Approximation of the
background by linear
function

Real effect hidden
in the background

Fit of the “flat” background by linear
function and a Gaussian peak (effect
searched for) lim S = N counts
In fact the background is not linear, it is
sum of a few peaks
Area of the “hidden” effect can be much
larger (e.g. S can be an order of
magnitude larger)
Certainly, this is rather unlikely scenario

Background consisting of a few peaks
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Low statistic data analysis
importance of correct background model

This comparatively flat
background consists of
several alpha peaks of 232Th,
235U and 238U families

F.A.Danevich et al., Quest for double beta decay of 160Gd and Ce isotopes. Nucl. Phys. A 694 (2001) 375
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Low statistic data analysis
complicated background can be even in high energy resolution Ge detectors
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Low statistic data analysis
in a case of wrong background model, the effect can be substantially negative
02 2813 keV

22
int.Th

110mAg

Experiment to search for 02
decay of 116Cd with 116CdWO4
crystal scintillators (Gran Sasso).
If we do not take into account
presence of 110mAg, we get a
negative peak area for the effect
searched for.

ext.Th

•

It is always useful to compare the result of your fit with a very simple estimation “the square
root of the number of counts”

• One should find an optimal region of the estimation by maximization of the ratio
BG
where  Is detection efficiency, BG is number of measured events in the region
F.A. Danevich
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Low statistic data analysis
limS estimation by comparison of expected and measured background
Experiment to search for 2 decay of
106Cd with 106CdWO crystal scintillators
4
in coincidence with 4 crystals HPGe
detector. The statistic is too low to fit the
data by a model. We compare measured
and expected background.
There are 51 counts in the energy
region 550-1300 keV (=68% of the
2+ distribution lies in the energy
interval), while the background
model contents 58.3 counts 
lim S = 6.9 counts
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Low statistic data analysis
always try to optimize statistic of your data
Number of counts in one channel is too
small, even difficult to fit the data; try to
group the data

The data are grouped reasonably,
however, there are still channels with
low statistic (a few counts / channel)

The data are grouped into too few
channels, the approximation of peak is
not very well
A good number of channels with the
present statistic. One could derive
correct data about the peak.
The best way is to increase the exposure, however, even optimal grouping of the data can help
F.A. Danevich
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Low statistic data analysis
there are no exact mathematically correct approaches
F. James, 1st Workshop on Confidence Limits, CERN, 2000:
Our goal, of course, is to have everybody agree on one method for setting confidence
limits, but as nobody really thinks that is possible, let us set a more modest goal of
improving general understanding of this problem, so that, even if we don't agree
with what other people are doing, we can at least understand what they are doing,
and maybe we can also understand our own methods a bit better when they have
been confronted with real criticism.
Il nostro obiettivo, naturalmente, è quello di avere tutti d'accordo su un metodo di
fissazione dei limiti di confidenza, ma come nessuno pensa davvero che sia possibile,
dobbiamo fissato un obiettivo più modesto di migliorare la comprensione generale di
questo problema, in modo che, anche se indossiamo 't d'accordo con quello che fanno
gli altri, possiamo almeno capire quello che stanno facendo, e forse possiamo anche
comprendere i nostri metodi un po' meglio quando sono stati confrontati con la critica
Analysis of data with low statistic is substantially a matter of physicist’s art and intuition
(L'analisi dei dati a basso statistica è sostanzialmente una questione di arte del fisico e l'intuizione)
24
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Low statistic data analysis
References
1.
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Search for hypothetical processes
charge non-conserving processes and disappearance of matter
The subject is quite exotic. Absolute majority of physicists are satisfied with
the electric charge conservation, and we do not observe disappearance of
matter in our common life.
But it does not mean that we will not face unexpected things – at some level,
with increase of experimental sensitivity
L.B. Okun:
Although we do not today have a noncontradictory phenomenological model
to describe the violation of the charge conservation law and/or the Pauli
principle, it would be wrong for experimentalists to abandon their tests of
these fundamental positions of modern physics. If something in fundamental
physics can be tested, then it absolutely must be tested.
[L.B. Okun, Sov. Phys. Uspekhi 32 (1989) 543]
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Search for hypothetical processes
proton decay
Many theoretical models predict decays of nucleons p, n (B=1),
n to –n oscillations (B=2): GUT, Supersymmetry, …
These predictions lead to construction of massive detectors and to
experimental searches of N decays: Kamiokande, SuperKamiokande, IMB,
Frejus, Soudan, …
The efforts were mainly concentrated on searches for N decays to particles
which interact with a detector strongly of electromagnetically:
pe+0, pK+, n –n with subsequent annihilation of –n, etc.

These processes were not observed to-date, and only  limits were
established, in particular the most stringent (SK):
pe+0, >1.0e34 yr;
p+0, >6.6e33 yr;
pK+, >2.0e33 yr;
n –n, >1.9e32 yr.
F.A. Danevich
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Search for hypothetical processes
proton decay
Really massive detectors:
SuperKamiokande
50 kt of water
10,000 20” PMT
Physicists in boat inside SK
checking PMTs

28
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Search for hypothetical processes
proton decay

Limits on ~90 modes of
decay:
Particle Data Group,
K. Nakamura et al.,
J. Phys. G 37 (2010) 1

29
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Search for hypothetical processes
nucleons instability
Experimental facts:
(1) From one side, decays of p and n (bounded in nuclei) were not observed todate. So, if B is not conserved, it is not conserved at very low level, and
sensitivities of current experiments are not sufficient for observation. L is
also conserved.
However, underlying symmetries behind B and L conservations are
unknown.

(2) From other side, our Universe is strongly asymmetric in B (and L). We do
not see equal number of anti-nucleons, and do not see annihilation
between B and B in the Universe.
Thus, our existence itself says about B violation.
It is quite weak: n(B)/n()~1e-10
Theoreticians should find mechanisms violating B and explaining BAU (Baryon
Asymmetry of the Universe), but simultaneously satisfying known
experimental limits on nucleon lifetime.
F.A. Danevich
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Search for hypothetical processes
nucleon decay into invisible channels
invisible = decay to neutrinos or other weakly interacting particles
or disappearance into extra dimensions
Search for radioactive decay of daughter nuclei (time-resolved from prompt products),
created in result of N or NN or NNN decays, with the help of low-background detector
with low energy threshold, in those sensitive volume mother nuclei are incorporated.
ninvisible:
(A,Z)(A1,Z)
If mother (A,Z) was embedded in a
pinvisible:
(A,Z)(A1,Z1) detector, and daughter is unstable,
nninvisible:
(A,Z)(A2,Z)
efficiency for its decay will be 1.
pninvisible:
(A,Z)(A2,Z1) This is a big advantage
ppinvisible:
(A,Z)(A2,Z2)
Also, high branching ratio (probability to obtain specific daughter product 1)
Example: for nn decays existed only two limits in 2000:
(nn)>6.01024 yr, (nnee)>1.21025 yr – from the Frejus data: the whole Earth
was source of decaying nn pairs, emitted  or e should go to 700 t iron detector and to
fire it. Efficiency was a very tiny value
31
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Search for hypothetical processes
nucleon decay into invisible channels
Search for invisible decay of p, pp, nn
LNGS, DAMA 6.5 kg low-bkg LXe detector (99.5% 129Xe), 8336 h
p:
pp:
nn:

(T1/2=24.99 m, , , EC) (pinvisible) >1.91024 yr
129Xe127Te (T =9.4 h, )
(ppinvisible)>5.51023 yr
1/2
129Xe127Xe (T =36.41 d, EC)
(nninvisible)>1.21025 yr
1/2

129Xe128I

Thus, this approach gave the same results with 6.5 kg detector as those
obtained for nninvisible with the Frejus 700 t detector and whole Earth as
the target emitting neutrinos:
(nn)6.0·1024 yr, (nnee)1.2·1025 yr
(and DAMA results are more general – valid
also for other invisible modes)

(ppinvisible) established for the first time
[1] R. Bernabei et al., Phys. Lett. B 493 (2000) 12
32
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Search for hypothetical processes
nucleon decay into invisible channels
The same approach was used in joint efforts with the BOREXINO Collaboration [1]:
LNGS, Counting Test Facility (prototype of full BOREXINO set-up), 4.2 t of high-pure C16H18
liquid scintillator + 1000 t of high-pure water around, 698 h
12C11C (T =20.38 m, , EC)
n:
(ninvisible)>1.81025 yr
1/2
13C12B (T =20.4 ms, )
p:
(pinvisible)>1.11026 yr
1/2
12C10C (T =19.2 s, )
nn:
1/2
16O14O (T =70.60 s, )
(nninvisible)>4.91025 yr
1/2
13C11Be (T =13.8 s, )
pp:
(ppinvisible)>5.01025 yr
1/2
Very conservative limits, when all events in
some energy region were ascribed to the N
or NN decays

(ppinvisible) is still the best current limit

[1] H.O. Back et al., Phys. Lett. B 563 (2003) 23
33
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Search for hypothetical processes
nucleon decay into invisible channels
The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory
(SNO)
INCO Creighton nickel mine, Sudbury,
Ontario, Canada, 2039 m underground
(6000 m w.e.)
70 cosmic muons per day in the detector
area
1000 t 99.917% D2O
7000 t ultra-pure light water
9438 PMT with light concentrators
high purity materials
(pinvisible)3.5·1028 yr [1]
It is for invisible modes, not for anything
because  veto switched off the SNO in
case of energetic events
[1] Yu.G. Zdesenko, V.I. Tretyak, Phys. Lett. B 553 (2003) 135
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Search for hypothetical processes
proton decay: possible advancement of sensitivity
Planned experiments: sensitivity 1e35 yr  1e6 ton of matter (6e35 nucleons)
UNO, TITAND, MEMPHYS, LANNDD, Aqua-RICH, HyperKamiokande, Glacier

MEgaton Mass PHYSics (MEMPHYS)
From:
MEMPHYS
Proposal
2003

Water
600-800 kt

35
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D. Autiero et al., Large underground, liquid based detectors for
astroparticle physics in Europe: scientific case and prospects,
JCAP 11 (2007) 011

GLACIER:
Liquid Ar TPC
100 kt

LENA:
Liquid
scintillator
50 kt
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Hyper-Kamiokande

The Hyper-Kamiokande is a next generation underground water Cherenkov detector. The total
(fiducial) mass is 0.99 (0.56) million tons, about 20 (25) times larger than that of Super-K. It will serve
as a far detector of a long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment envisioned for the upgraded JPARC (accelerator), and as a detector capable of observing – far beyond the sensitivity of the SuperKamiokande (Super-K) detector – proton decays, atmospheric neutrinos, and neutrinos from
astronomical origins. Hyper-K can extend the sensitivity to nucleon decays beyond what was achieved
by Super-K by an order of magnitude or more.
K. Abe et al., Letter of Intent: The Hyper-Kamiokande Experiment — Detector Design and Physics Potential,
arXiv:1109.3262v1 [hep-ex] 15 Sep 2011
F.A. Danevich
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Search for hypothetical processes
charge non-conserving (CNC) processes

We should know, to what degree we can trust law of charge
conservation (CC) and matter stability.
Gauge invariance  CC
Weinberg theorem: CC  m=0 [1]

(with m0 Maxwell equations  Proca equations)
However, some theories predict these effects (extra dimensions,
oscillations to mirror world)
[1] S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. B 135 (1964) 1049]
39
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Search for hypothetical processes
charge non-conserving (CNC) processes
Searches for invisible decays of matter start to be more and more popular, in
particular, in relation with extra dimensions.
Probably, our world is a brane inside higher-dimensional space.
Particles can escape from the brane to extra dimensions.
This is predicted to be a generic property of massive matter
[V.A. Rubakov et al., PRD 62 (2000) 105011; JHEP 08 (2000) 041;
Phys. Uspekhi 44 (2001) 871; N. Arkani-Hamed et al., PLB 429 (1998) 263, Phys.
Today, February (2002) 36].
N. Arkani-Hamed, S. Dimopoulos, G. Dvali (2002):
“The presence and properties of the extra dimensions will be investigated by
looking for any loss of energy from our 3-brane into the bulk”
Charge and matter could be conserved for the whole space but violated for our 3d brane. Thus, we could expect disappearance of e, p, n, ...
F.A. Danevich
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Search for hypothetical processes
charge non-conserving (CNC) processes: indirect limits
1. А.А. Pomansky, Neutrino’1976 Conf. – 1977, p. 671:
if electric current in the Earth’s atmosphere is caused by e decay,
using current J=200 А and number of electrons in the Earth Ne=21051,
one obtains: (e)51022 yr;
2. R.A. Lyttleton, H. Bondi, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 252 (1959) 313:
if expansion of Universe is caused by charge imbalance of 21018,
from age of Universe 1010 yr one gets: (e)1028 yr;
3. Limits on mass of  quantum:
m61016 eV – data on magnetic field of Jupiter
[L. Devis et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 35 (1975) 1402];
27
m210 eV – data on intergalactic magnetic fields
[G.V. Chibisov, Sov. Phys. Uspekhi 19 (1976) 624];
this gives: (e)1027 yr and (e)1051 yr, respectively.
Other manifestations of m0:
- dependence of velocity of  on E;
- deviation from n=2 in Coulomb law F ~ 1/rn;
- others, see:
1. A.S. Goldhaber et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 43 (1971) 277
2. L.C. Tu et al., Rep. Prog. Phys. 68 (2005) 77
3. A.S. Goldhaber et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 82 (2010) 939
41
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Search for hypothetical processes
direct searches for charge non-conserving (CNC) effects

Decays of electron
e  e + 
e  invisible*
e  invisible* with excitation of nuclear levels
CNC  decay
Disappearance of p (pp, ppp, etc.)
*

invisible = decay to e, anti-e or other weakly interacting particles,
or disappearance into extra dimensions
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Search for hypothetical processes
direct searches for charge non-conserving (CNC) effects
Search for decay e  e + 

One is looking for  with E  mec2/2 = 255.5 keV
because e and  both are massless so kinematically equivalent (should be
taken into account: binding energy on atomic shell and Doppler broadening of
the peak)
Electron decays in a detector itself but also in surrounding materials (main
contribution gives 1st process)
Last experiments:

1) H.V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al.,
Phys. Lett. B 644 (2007) 109:
5 HP Ge detectors (12 kg),
underground measurements in
Laboratori Nazionali del Gran
Sasso (Italy, 3600 m w.e.), 1995-2003.
Peak at 255 keV is absent,
only limit: (e  e + ) > 1.0e26 yr
F.A. Danevich
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Search for hypothetical processes
direct searches for charge non-conserving (CNC) effects
e  e + 

2) H.O. Back et al., Phys. Lett. B 525 (2002) 29:
BOREXINO Counting Test Facility, liquid scintillator 4 t, 770 h
(e  e + ) > 4.6e26 yr – the best to-date limit
3) P. Belli et al., Phys. Rev. D 61 (2000) 117301:
DAMA, liquid Xe (scintillator) 6.5 kg, 8336 h
decay of e on different atomic shells of Xe and decay in surrounding Cu, Pb
shield; no peak at 255 keV
(e  e + )  2.0e26 yr
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Search for hypothetical processes
search for decay e  invisible

Examples of «invisible» modes:
- decays to 2 neutrino and 1 antineutrino
- disappearance into extra dimensions
If an electron disappears on atomic shell, the created hole will be filled by
electrons from higher atomic shells. Cascade of X rays and Auger electrons
will be emitted in the deexcitation process. Total energy released = binding
energy EB of disappeared e on the shell.

Usually Ge and NaI detectors were used in such searches.
K shell: EB(Ge) = 11.1 keV
EB(I)
= 33.2 keV
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The best limit was obtained in:
P. Belli et al., Phys. Lett. B 460 (1999) 236
Gran Sasso, DAMA NaI(Tl) scintillators 9x9.7 = 87.3 kg, 5364 h, low background
set-up. Low energy threshold (2 keV).
Low threshold allowed – at the first time – to search for decays not of 2 electrons
on atomic K shell, as usually before, but 8 electrons on L shell of I atom (EB  5
keV).
(e  invisible)  2.4e24 yr – 1 order of magnitude better than previous
best limit
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Search for hypothetical processes
charge non-conserving  decay

Example: CNC  decay of 73Ge [1]
Baksan Neutrino Observatory (660 m w.e.), low background set-up with active
and passive shielding, HP Ge detector of 952 g, (73Ge)=7.73%, t=15288 h
Unique time & energy signature of decay
of 73As created in the CNC  decay of
73Ge:
1. E=11.1 keV – deexcitation of 73Ge
atomic shell after K electron
capture in 73As;
2. E=53.4 keV in few seconds;
3. E=13.3 keV in few s period.
CNC-(73Ge73As)  2.6e23 yr
A.A. Klimenko et al., Phys. Lett. B 535 (2002) 77
F.A. Danevich
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Some other searches:
DAMA, 136Xe136Cs: 1.3·1023 yr
[R.Bernabei et al., Beyond the Desert 2003, p.365]

LENS, 115In115mSn: 4.1·1020 yr
[C.M.Cattadori et al., NPA 748 (2005) 333]
DAMA, 139La139Ce: 1.0·1018 yr
[R.Bernabei et al., Ukr. J. Phys. 51 (2006) 1037]
The best limit was achieved in the SAGE&GALLEX radiochemical
solar  experiment, 71Ga71Ge: 3.5·1026 yr
[E.B. Norman et al., Phys. Rev. D 53 (1996) 4086]
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Summary of all experiments on search for CNC  decay
(11 experiments since 1960)

only 10 experiments since 1960
F.A. Danevich
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Test of Pauli principle
Pauli exclusion principle is the quantum mechanical principle that states that two
identical fermions (particles with half-integer spin) cannot occupy the same
quantum state simultaneously
Schemes of non-Paulian transitions in 12C.
(a) transition of a proton from the p-shell to the
fully occupied s-shell (a similar figure can be
constructed for neutrons)
~
(b) non-Paulian  transition of 12C to 12N;
(c) non-Paulian + transition of 12C to 12B~

R.Arnold et al., Testing the Pauli exclusion principle with the NEMO-2 detector, Eur. Phys. J. A 6 (1999) 361
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Test of Pauli principle

The NEMO 2 detector to search for 2 decay

Simulated summed electron energy spectrum
of two electron events coming from the source
foil for which the event was generated by a 20
MeV -quanta in the plastic scintillators.

A limit on transition of 12C to the fully occupied 1S1/2 shell was set as  > 4.21024 yr for
the process with emission of a -quantum. Limits of  > 3.11024 yr and  > 2.61024 yr
~ 12B)
~
were set for ¯ and + Pauli-forbidden transitions of 12C 12N(
R.Arnold et al., Testing the Pauli exclusion principle with the NEMO-2 detector, Eur. Phys. J. A 6 (1999) 361
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Search for axions
The axion is a hypothetical elementary particle postulated by the Peccei–Quinn
theory in 1977 to resolve the strong CP problem in quantum chromodynamics

There are large amount of experimental attempts to search for this hypothetical
particle (astronomical, satellite, laboratory)
However, axion’s mass can be very low (up to 10-12 eV and less) and they interact
with matter very weakly
One of the most suitable candidate for dark matter
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Search for axions irradiated by 7Li* in the Sun core
Axions can be born in the Sun in the main pp cycle
7Be



+ e → 7Li* + e  7Li + a

a + 7Li → 7Li* → 7Li + 
Mass of 7Li axions was limited
as ma < 8.6 кеВ

Nucl. Phys. A 806 (2008) 388
Phys. Lett. B 711 (2012) 41
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Breaking news: the last drop was April 2014 (9th drop)
F.A. Danevich
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Conclusions
Low statistic
• Rare decay experiments typical deal with low statistic (in fact, their goal is
zero background)
• In case of low statistic there is no strong mathematic, one should use
some conventional recommendations
• Negative value of effect is fully physical result due to fluctuation of the
data
• However, if the negative value is statistically > 3-4 sigma, probably the
model of background is not correct
• Model of background usually plays a crucial role in correctness of low
statistic analysis  understanding of background is one of the most
important task in a low background experiment
• Always try to increase statistic of your experiment:
• Certainly, the most direct and right way is to increase the exposure
• Another way is to group the data in reasonable smaller number of
channels
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Conclusions
hypothetical processes and particles
• Searches for CNC processes and e, N, NN, NNN decays into invisible is very
interesting and important field of research.

• During the last decade,  limits for electron decay were improved from
1023 – 1025 yr to 1024 – 1026 yr (in dependence on mode).
• In 2002,  limits on N, NN decays into invisible were on the level of 1023 –
1025 yr. Now, they are up to 1029 – 1030 yr
• Limits on some nucleon, di-nucleon (pn, pp) and tri-nucleon (nnn, nnp,
npp, ppp) instabilities were established at the first time (1022 – 1025 yr)
• Pauli principle violation was not observed, however we should continue
our attempts to test this fundamental principle with higher sensitivity
• Axions are not observed, however they are very promising candidates for
dark matter (in addition to the strong CP problem solution)
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